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Abstract—In the literature, two series of models have been proposed to address prediction problems including classification and
regression. Simple models, such as generalized linear models, have ordinary performance but strong interpretability on a set of simple
features. The other series, including tree-based models, organize numerical, categorical, and high dimensional features into a
comprehensive structure with rich interpretable information in the data. In this paper, we propose a novel Discriminative Pattern-based
Prediction framework (DPPred) to accomplish the prediction tasks by taking their advantages of both effectiveness and interpretability.
Specifically, DPPred adopts the concise discriminative patterns that are on the prefix paths from the root to leaf nodes in the tree-based
models. DPPred selects a limited number of the useful discriminative patterns by searching for the most effective pattern combination
to fit generalized linear models. Extensive experiments show that in many scenarios, DPPred provides competitive accuracy with the
state-of-the-art as well as the valuable interpretability for developers and experts. In particular, taking a clinical application dataset as a
case study, our DPPred outperforms the baselines by using only 40 concise discriminative patterns out of a potentially exponentially
large set of patterns.
Index Terms—Discriminative pattern, generalized linear model, tree-based models, classification, regression
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INTRODUCTION

A

and interpretability are two desired goals in
predictive modeling, including both classification and
regression. Previous work can be characterized into two
lines. One line has ordinary performance with strong
interpretability on a set of simple features, but meets a serious bottleneck when modeling complex high-order interactions between features, such as linear regression, logistic
regression [18], and support vector machine [34]. The other
line consists of models that are more often studied for their
high accuracy, for example, tree-based models including
random forest [2] and gradient boosted trees [16] as well as
the neural network models [20], which model nonlinear
relationships with high-order combinations of different
features. However, their lower interpretability and high
complexity prevent practitioners from deploying in practice [18]. In the real-world scientific and medical applications which require both intuitive understanding of the
features and high accuracies, the practitioners are not satisfied with neither line of models, and thus, it is important
and challenging to develop an effective prediction framework with high interpretability when dealing with highorder interactions with features.
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Many pattern-based models have been proposed in the
last decade to construct high-order patterns from the large
set of features, including association rule-based methods on
categorical data [6], [25], [29], [36], [38], [39] and frequent
pattern-based algorithms on text data [24], [26] and graph
data [8], [21]. Recently, a novel series of models, the discriminative pattern-based models [3], [4], have demonstrated their
advantages over the traditional models. They prune non-discriminative patterns from the whole set of frequent patterns,
however, the number of discriminative patterns used in their
classification or regression models is still huge (at the magnitude of thousands). How to select concise discriminative patterns for better interpretability is still an open issue.
To address the above challenges, in this paper, we propose a novel discriminative patterns-based learning framework (DPPred) that extracts a concise set of discriminative
patterns from high-order interactions among features for
accurate classification and regression. In DPPred, first, we
train tree-based models to generate a large set of high-order
patterns. Second, we explore all prefix paths from root
nodes to leaf nodes in the tree-based models as our discriminative patterns. Third, we compress the number of discriminative patterns by selecting the most effective pattern
combinations that fit into a generalized linear model with
high classification accuracy or small regression error. This
component of fast and effective pattern extraction enables
the strong predictability and interpretability of DPPred.
Intuitively speaking, DPPred selects the robust discriminative patterns in multi-tree based models by fitting them into a
generalized linear model. Our extensive experiments demonstrate that DPPred achieves comparable or even better performance when competing with the traditional tree-based
models. Besides the effectiveness, we want to highlight that
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It is worthwhile to highlight the advantages of our proposed machine learning framework DPPred.


Fig. 1. Two new important factors with the ALS disease that we found
with DPPred. Among the set of important clinical variables (rows) that
DPPred discovered from the dataset of the Prize4Life Challenge 2012,
two highlighted ones have later been experimentally verified that they
have extremely high correlations with the ALS disease [17], [22], [40].
The columns are patient clusters.

our DPPred framework is applicable in the real-world tasks
where the model storage and computational cost are highly
restricted.
Discovering Robust Patterns in the Prize4Life Challenge. We
apply DPPred to analyze the prognosis and perform stratification for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients on
the public dataset from the DREAM-Phil Bowen ALS Prediction Prize4Life Challenge 2012. Our DPPred makes the
following achievements.


DPPred achieves a smaller error, a RMSE of 0.5306,
than the method ranked at #7 with a RMSE of 0.5664.
The RMSE of DPPred is less than 4 percent higher
than the winner with a RMSE of 0.5113.
 The robust discriminative patterns found by our
DPPred are well interpretable, while the other methods including the winner cannot interpret their performances. Note that our DPPred selects only 40
concise discriminative patterns involving 28 clinical
variables from an exponentially large set, while other
models used as many as 2 to 3 times variables.
 As show in Fig. 1, DPPred discovers two new important clinical factors, the Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN)
and the respiratory rate. These two factors were not
found by the top teams in the Challenge but there is
indirect experimental and logical evidence for their
being actually worth further study [17], [22], [40].
Also, from the figure we can observe that each
patient cluster generates different diagnosis patterns.
Our DPPred accurately predicts the ALS prognosis and systematically identifies clinically-relevant features for the ALS
patient stratification in an interpretable manner. The distinct diagnosis patterns can significantly benefit the treatment of the ALS and precision medicine.

Interpretability. DPPred learns a small number of
robust discriminative patterns involving high-order
interactions among original features.
 Efficiency. DPPred compresses multi tree-based models into a low-dimensional generalized linear model,
making the online prediction extremely fast.
 Effectiveness. Experimental results on several realworld datasets demonstrate that DPPred has comparable or even better performances than the state-ofthe-art models on the standard tasks of classification
and regression.
 Clinical pattern discovery. DPPred has been successfully
applied to discover patient clusters and crucial clinical
signals for the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis disease.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we survey the related work. In Section 3 we provide the problem definition and our preliminary study.
Section 4 presents our proposed DPPred framework and
the details of its algorithms. Section 5 reports empirical
results on synthetic and real-world datasets. Section 6
shows our discovery in the prognosis analytic for ALS
patients. Section 7 concludes the study.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we review existing methods that are related
to DPPred, including pattern-based classification models,
tree-based models and pattern selection approaches.

2.1 Pattern-Based Classification
The philosophy of frequent pattern mining has been widely
adopted to study the problem of pattern-based classification.
CMAR [25] and CAEP [10] are classification methods based
on multiple class-association rules and emerging patterns.
Yin et al. extended it to CPAR based on predictive association rules [39]. Besides the association rules, direct discriminative pattern mining was proposed to generate effective
performance [3], [4], [12]. However, these approaches have
several serious issues. First, the huge number of frequent
patterns leads to an expensive computational cost of pattern
generation and selection. Second, the number of the selected
patterns can be still as large as thousands, which limits the
interpretability and causes the inefficiency of the classification model. Third, these models are not capable to address
the regression tasks. Moreover, the discretization of continuous variables depends too much on parameter tuning to generate robust performances. Recently, Dong et al. proposed to
utilize patterns in a different angle, where data are partitioned based on patterns, and local models are trained independently in different partitions [9]. Although this type of
pattern aided models sheds lights on a different usage of patterns, the model still lacks interpretability, because the local
models are trained in the original feature space. This work is
based on our previous work [32], [33].
2.2 Tree-Based Models
Tree-based models are popular in the classification tasks.
Both decision tree and boosted tree models are explainable
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but quite sensitive to the training data. Traditional ensemble
methods using multiple trees, such as random forest [2] and
gradient boosting decision trees [15], alleviate the over-fitting issue. Ren et al. showed that the global refinement
could provide better performance because the growth and
pruning processes in different trees are independent [31].
However, the increased model size of those multi-tree based
models sacrifices the interpretability. Our proposed DPPred
is different from this category of models.
There are post-pruning techniques for multi-tree based
models to induce new feature spaces. Typically, they
encoded each tree as a flat index list and each instance as a
binary vector indexed by the trees [11], [19], [27], [30], [31].
Vens et al. transferred the binary vectors into an inner product kernel space using a support vector machine and
showed the increase of classification accuracy [37]. Furthermore, pairwise interactions have also been studied to fit a
two-layer-tree model for accurate classification and regression [28]. Though the number of features is reduced by
pruning, the dimension of the newly-created feature space
is still high due to a large number of constructed trees. For
example, in [31], after many efforts on pruning, the model
size of the pruned random forest was still at megabytes and
thus the prediction was too slow to support real-time applications. Our experimental results will later show that
DPPred delivers comparable results using as few as the top
20 discriminative patterns, which is substantially reduced
even compared to the state-of-the-art models.

2.3 Pattern Selection
Simply selecting patterns with the highest independent heuristics such as information gain and Gini index is limited to
very simple tasks due to the redundancy and over-fitting
problems [23]. Given the labels, i.e., the types for classification or the real numbers for regression, LASSO [35] is
widely used in feature selection tasks as well as forward
selection [7]. Due to the relatively large number of candidate
discriminative patterns, the backward selection is not suitable in our problem setting. Our proposed DPPred framework adopts the LASSO and forward selection methods to
select discriminative patterns. Their performances have
been compared and discussed in the experimental section.

3

PRELIMINARIES

This section defines the problem as well as the important
concepts used throughout this paper.

3.1 Problem Formulation
For a prediction task (classification or regression), the data is
a set of n examples in a d-dimensional feature space
together with their labels ðx1 ; y1 Þ; ðx2 ; y2 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn Þ, for 8i
(1  i  n), xi 2 Rd . It is worth noting that the values in the
example xi can be either continuous (numerical) or discrete
(categorical). As categorical features can be transformed
into several binary dummy indicators, we can assume
xi 2 Rd without the loss of generality. The label yi is either a
class (type) indicator or a real number depending on
the specific task. In previous pattern-based models, e.g.,
DDPMine [4], patterns are extracted from categorical values
and thus they are only able to handle the continuous
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variables after careful manual discretization, which is tricky
and often requires prior knowledge about the data.
The goal of our proposed framework DPPred is to learn a
concise model that consists of a small set of discriminative
patterns from the training data, which learns and predicts
the examples as accurately as possible, i.e., predict the correct class indicator in classification tasks and predict close to
the true number in regression tasks. Formally, given a dataset D, DPPred returns a set of k discriminative patterns P
using
a generalized linear model fðÞ that minimizes
Pn
i¼1 lðfðMðxi ÞÞ; yi Þ, where lð; Þ is the general loss function,
MðÞ is a mapping function that maps the original feature
vector x to the pattern space using patterns P.
DPPred generates a pool of discriminative patterns
within a reasonable size, and selects top-k patterns based on
their learning performance on training data, using a generalized linear learning model. Since the number of selected
patterns is very limited, these patterns are able to provide
informative interpretability with reasonable predictive
power. In addition, for the coming testing data, by evaluating only a very small set of the selected discriminative patterns, DPPred is enabled to make predictions with a
generalized linear model efficiently.

3.2 Definition
First, we define a series of concepts to derive the discriminative patterns. Traditional frequent pattern mining works on
categorical data and itemset data, in which discretization is
required to deal with continuous variables. Instead of
roughly discretizing the numerical values, we adopt the
thresholding boolean function in DPPred.
Definition 1. Condition is a thresholding boolean function on a
specific feature dimension. The condition is in the form of
ðx;j < vÞ or ðx;j  vÞ, where j indicates the specific dimension and v is the threshold value. The relational operator in a
condition is either < or . For any dimension j in features corresponding to binary indicators, we restrict v to be 0.5.
Note that the threshold values in DPPred are not specified by users beforehand. In previous pattern-based models,
e.g., DDPMine [4], the practitioners have to discretize values of continuous variables prior to pattern mining. DPPred
automatically determines these values in the tree model,
completely based on the training data without any human
intervention.

Example 1. Suppose xi 2 R10 , one possible condition is that
x;1 < 0:5. Another example could be x;2  0:8.
We define a pattern as a set of conditions. Formally, we
use conjunctions to concatenate different conditions: it is
consistent with the prefix path in the decision tree that represents the conjunction of the conditions in the nodes along
the path.

Definition 2. Pattern is a conjunction clause of conditions on
specific feature dimensions. Formally, it is defined as follows:
ðx;j1 < v1 Þ ^ ðx;j2  v2 Þ ^ . . . ^ ðx;jm  vm Þ;
where m is the number of conditions within this pattern. Different patterns are allowed to have different m values.
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Fig. 2. The overview of our DPPred framework. With the training data, the multi-tree based model (e.g., random forest) is trained for discriminative
pattern generation. For each tree, all prefix paths from its root to non-leaf nodes are treated as discriminative patterns. After a large pool of discriminative patterns is generated, DPPred conducts top-k pattern selection to identify the most informative and interpretable patterns. Here, k is typically
small (20 or 30). Finally, it trains a generalized linear model based on the 2k pattern space representation.

Example 2. Suppose xi 2 R10 , one possible pattern is that
ðx;1 < 18Þ ^ ðx;3  100Þ ^ ðx;9 < 0:5Þ.
Now we define discriminative patterns as follows.

Definition 3. Discriminative Patterns refer to those patterns
which have strong signals on the learning tasks, given the labels
of data. For example, a pattern with very high information gain
on the classification training data, or a pattern with very small
mean square error on the regression training data, is a discriminative pattern.
Example 3. Suppose xi 2 R10 and the labels are generated
as follows:
yi ¼ ½ðxi;1  1Þ ^ ðxi;2 < 0Þ _ ½ðxi;1 < 18Þ ^ ðxi;3  100Þ:
Both patterns ðxi;1  1Þ ^ ðxi;2 < 0Þ and ðxi;1 < 18Þ ^
ðxi;3  100Þ are two of the most discriminative patterns.
Similar patterns that contain or have overlaps with these
two patterns are also discriminative patterns.
Discriminative patterns have overlapped predictive
effects. Specifically, a few discriminative patterns are special
cases of other patterns. For example, in the previous example, both patterns ðxi;1  1Þ ^ ðxi;2 < 0Þ and ðxi;1  1Þ ^
ðxi;2 < 0Þ ^ ðxi;3 < 0Þ indicate a positive label. However,
the second pattern only encodes a subset of data points that
the first pattern encodes, and thus, it does not provide extra
information for the learning process. This common phenomenon shows that roughly taking the top discriminative
patterns based on independent heuristics wastes the budget
of the number of patterns, when the linear combination of
these patterns is not synergistic. Therefore, our DPPred
selects the top-k patterns by their predictive performance to
make the selected patterns complementary and compact.

Definition 4. Top-k Patterns are formalized as a size-k subset of
discriminative patterns, which has the best performance (i.e., the
highest accuracy in classification tasks or the least rooted mean
square error in regression tasks) based on the training data.
Here we assume that the training and testing data share the
same distribution, which is widely acknowledged in the classification and regression problems. In this case, the accuracy
on the testing data is approaching the accuracy on the training
data and our model is able to alleviate the over-fitting issue.

Example 4. In the last example, the top-2 patterns are
fðxi;1  1Þ ^ ðxi;2 < 0Þ; ðxi;1 < 18Þ ^ ðxi;3  100Þg.

4

OUR DPPRED FRAMEWORK

This section first presents the overview of DPPred and then
introduces the details of every component in this framework as well as the theoretical time complexity.

4.1 The Overview of DPPred
Fig. 2 presents the overview of our DPPred framework. First
it learns a constrained multi-tree based model with the
training data. By adopting every prefix path from the root
of a tree to any of its non-leaf nodes as a discriminative pattern, a large pool of discriminative patterns is ready for further top-k discriminative pattern selection. Two different
solutions, forward selection and LASSO, are utilized to
select top-k discriminative patterns based on their performances using a generalized linear model. Both solutions have
shown high accuracies in the experiments. The corresponding linear model with the selected top-k discriminative patterns is adopted to make predictions on new examples. Our
DPPred is extremely fast and memory-efficient.
4.2 Discriminative Pattern Generation
The first component in the DPPred framework is the generation of high-quality discriminative patterns, as shown in
Algorithm 1. We use tree bag to refer the set of instances falling into a specific node in the decision tree. The random
decision tree [2] introduces the randomness via bootstrapping training data, randomly selecting features and splitting
values when dividing a large tree bag into two smaller ones.
There are various ways to handle continuous variables,
such as [13]. In our implementation, once the splitting feature is selected, all mid-points between any two consecutive
feature values after sorting are considered as potential splitting points. T random decision trees are generated, and for
each tree, all prefix paths from its root to non-leaf nodes are
treated as discriminative patterns. Due to the predictivity of
decision trees, so-generated patterns are highly effective in
the specific prediction task. Note that the decision tree is
built with different loss functions in different tasks, which
could be entropy gain in classification tasks or mean square
error in regression tasks.
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Algorithm 1. Discriminative Pattern Generation
Require: n training instances ðxi ; yi Þ, the number of trees T ,
the depth threshold D, and minimum tree bag size s
Return: a set of discriminative patterns for further selection.
P
;
for t ¼ 1 to T
Build a random decision tree [2] with maximum depth D
and minimum tree bag size s.
for each non-leaf node u
P
P [ froot ! ug
return P

In real-world datasets, the discriminative patterns are
frequently emerging, and the length of such patterns are not
too long. Specifically, we assume that the number of instances satisfying a given discriminative pattern should be at
least s, and the length of discriminative patterns is no more
than D. The returned patterns are discriminative to ensure
prediction accuracy and diverse to ensure sufficient condition coverage. As one of the most famous multi-tree based
models, random forest [2] is the best fit addressing all the
requirements if we treat every prefix path from the root of a
tree to its non-leaf node as a discriminative pattern. First,
distributions of labels of instances in a tree bag always have
low entropy. Therefore, the patterns are discriminative on
the training data. Second, it provides many putative patterns from various random decision trees trained on different bootstrapped datasets. Third, the depth threshold D
and the minimum tree bag size s can be naturally added as
constraints during the growth of trees.
Applying feature reduction techniques in the preprocessing can shrink the search space of patterns, however,
some features, which are only useful when combined into
long patterns, may be pruned out. Therefore, we leave it to
users as an option in their pre-processing.

4.3 Pattern Space Construction
After the pattern generation, DPPred maps the instances in
the original feature space to a new pattern space using the
set of discriminative patterns discovered by tree models, as
shown in Algorithm 2. For each discriminative pattern,
there is one corresponding binary dimension describing
whether the instances satisfy the pattern or not. Because the
dimension of the pattern space is equal to the number of
discriminative patterns which is a very large number after
the generation phase, we need to further select a limited
number of patterns and thus make the pattern space small
and efficient. It is also worth a mention that this mapping
process is able to be fully parallelized for speedup.
Algorithm 2. Pattern Space Construction
Require: n instances ðxi Þ, a discriminative patterns set P
Return: n instances in pattern space ðx0 i Þ
for i ¼ 1 to n do
x0 i
0
for j-th pattern Pj in P do
if xi satisfies pattern Pj then
x0 i;j
1
return ðx0 i Þ
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4.4 Top-k Pattern Selection
After a large pool of discriminative patterns is generated,
further top-k selection needs to be done to identify the most
informative and interpretable patterns. A naive way is to
use heuristic functions, such as information gain and Gini
index, to evaluate the significance of different patterns on
the prediction task and choose the top-ranked patterns.
However, the effects of top-ranked patterns based on the
simple heuristic scores may have a large portion of overlaps
and thus their combination does not work optimally. Therefore, to achieve the best performance and find complementary patterns, we propose two effective solutions: forward
selection and LASSO, which make decisions based on the
effects of the pattern combinations instead of considering
different patterns independently.
4.4.1 Forward Pattern Selection
Instead of an exhausted search of all possible combinations of
k discriminative patterns, forward selection gradually adds
the discriminative patterns one by one while each newly
added discriminative pattern is the best choice at that time [7],
which provides an efficient approximation of the exhausted
search. To be more specific, when the first k0 discriminative
patterns are fixed, the algorithm empirically adds one more
discriminative pattern so that the new set of k0 þ 1 patterns
achieves the best training performance in the generalized linear model, as shown in Algorithm 3. As mentioned before,
when assuming training and testing data have the same distribution, using training accuracy is very reasonable.
Algorithm 3. Top-k Pattern Selection: Forward
Require: n training examples ðxi ; yi Þ, a set of discriminative
patterns P and k
Return: top-k discriminative patterns set P k and a generalized linear model fðÞ
Pk
;
for t ¼ 1 to k do
for each pattern p in P do
x0
construct pattern space(x; P k [ fpg) using Algorithm 2
gðÞ
a generalized linear model [34] on ðx0 i ; yi Þ
perp
gðÞ’s training performance
Pk
P k [ farg maxp perp g
x0
construct pattern space(x; P k )
fðÞ
a generalized linear model on ðx0 i ; yi Þ
return P k , fðÞ

4.4.2 LASSO Based Pattern Selection
L1 regularization (i.e., LASSO [35]) is designed to make the
weight vector sparse by tuning a non-negative parameter ,
where the features with non-zero weight will be the selected
ones. Since we are actually selecting features in the pattern
space, for a given , we optimize the following loss function
to get a subset of important patterns
n
X
T
lðx0 i w; yi Þ þ   kwk1 ;
(1)
L¼
i
0

where x i is the mapped binary feature representation in
pattern space of ith example; w is the weight vector in the
generalized linear model; lð; Þ is a general loss function
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such as logistic loss. To ensure there are at most k patterns
having non-zero weights in the pattern space, we should
carefully choose a value for . We assume that there exists
hidden importance among the features. Therefore, we propose an empirical assumption that holds in many real-world
cases: if the weight of a feature is non-zero in a given  ¼ v, it
is also non-zero for any smaller  < v. In practice, we can
verify this assumption by a coarse-grained grid search for .
When the assumption is true, a binary search algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 4. Otherwise, as the backup, we will
apply the fine-grained grid search for an appropriate . The
LASSO implementation in GLMNET [14] is adopted in this
thesis, whose loss function is the cross entropy.

Algorithm 4. Top-k Pattern Selection: LASSO
Require: n training examples ðxi ; yi Þ, a set of discriminative
patterns P, k, and a small value 
Return: top-k discriminative patterns Pi and a generalized
linear model fðÞ
Pk
;
l
0, r
þ1
x0
construct pattern space(x; P) using Algorithm 2
while l þ  < r do

ðl þ rÞ=2
w
arg minw Equation (1)
if non-zero weighted patterns  k then
Pk
fpjp0 s weight is non-zerog
r

else
l

x0
construct pattern space(x; P k )
fðÞ
a generalized linear model on ðx0 i ; yi Þ
return P k , fðÞ

4.5 Prediction
Once the top-k discriminative patterns are determined, for
any upcoming new test instance, DPPred first maps it into
the learned pattern space, and then applies the pre-trained
generalized linear model to compute the prediction, as
shown in Algorithm 5. As the number of patterns is limited,
both the mapping into the pattern space and the prediction
of the generalized linear model will be extremely fast.
Algorithm 5. Prediction
Require: n testing examples ðxi Þ, top-k discriminative
patterns set P k , and the generalized linear model fðÞ
Return: predictions of testing instances y^i
x0
construct pattern space(x; P k ) using Algorithm 2
for i ¼ 1 to n do
y^i
fðx0 i Þ
return y^

4.6 Time Complexity Analysis
To build up a single random decision tree with depth
threshold D and minimum tree bag size s, by assuming
both numbers of random features and random partitions
are small and fixed constants, the time complexity is OðnDÞ,
because the total number of instances on each level of the
tree is n. Therefore, the time complexity of generating T
trees is OðTnDÞ in the generation step.
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For the selection step, the complexity is mainly determined by the number of discriminative patterns induced by
T random decision trees, which is dependent on the total
number of non-leaf nodes. As the maximum depth of a single tree is D, there is an upper bound on the number of leaf
nodes 2D . Starting from the tree bag size, the number of leaf
nodes should be no more than dns e. Since the trees here are
all binary trees, the number of leaf nodes is one more than
the number of non-leaf nodes. Therefore, the number of discriminative patterns jPj (i.e., the number of non-leaf nodes)
is bounded by T  minf2D ; dns eg  1. If we solve logistic
regression and LASSO using (sub-)gradient descent algorithm, and thus the time complexity per gradient step is
only linear to the dimension of features and the number
of examples. The time complexity is proportional to
OðjPj  n  k2 Þ if the forward selection is used, while it is proportional to Oðn  k  jPjÞ if the LASSO is used. By assuming
the numbers of iterations to converge are similar in the
LASSO and the forward selection, the LASSO will be a little
more efficient than the forward selection.
When predicting new test instances, one can easily figure
out the bottleneck is mapping instances into the learned pattern space. Therefore, in the batch mode where examples
are considered together, the time complexity is Oðn  k  DÞ.
In the streaming (or online) mode where instances come
one by one, the time complexity is Oðk  DÞ, where k is the
number of discriminative patterns and D is the maximum
tree depth, which is equivalent to the maximum number of
conditions in a single pattern.
It is worth mentioning that all modules can be fully parallelized, leading to further speedup in practice.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the interpretability, efficiency, and effectiveness of
our proposed DPPred framework. The implementation of
DPPred and datasets are released in the author’s Github,
including both the new version1 and its previous binary
classification version.2

5.1 Experimental Settings
This section presents the datasets, baseline methods, and
learning tasks in our experiments.
5.1.1 Datasets
First, we generate synthetic datasets where the features are
demographics and lab test results of patients and the label
is whether the patient has a disease, in order to demonstrate
the interpretability of DPPred. Assuming doctors can diagnose the disease using some rules based on these information, it can be verified whether the top discriminative
patterns selected by DPPred are consistent with the actual
diagnosing rules.
Several real-world classification and regression datasets
from UCI Machine Learning Repository are used in the
experiments, as shown in Table 1 with statistics of the number of instances and the number of features. In the datasets
1. https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/DPPred
2. https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/DPClass
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TABLE 1
The Statistics of Our Real-World Datasets from UCI Machine
Learning Repository for Classification and Regression
Type

Classification

High dimension

Regression

Dataset

# Instances # Dimensions

Adult
Hypo
Sick
Chess
Crx
Sonar

45,222
3,772
3,772
28,056
690
208

14
19
19
6
15
60

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Numeric

Nomao
Musk
Madelon

29,104
7,074
1,300

120
166
500

Mixed
Numeric
Numeric

Bike
Parkinsons
Crime

17,379
5,875
1,994

10
16
99

Mixed
Numeric
Numeric

adult, hypo and sick, the ratio of standard train/test splitting
is 2 : 1. Therefore, for the other classification and regression
datasets, we divide the datasets into train/test (2 : 1) by
unbiased sampling as preprocessing.
For classification tasks, to compare with DDPMine, we use
the same datasets including adult, hypo, sick, crx, sonar, chess,
waveform, and mushroom. Because both DDPMine and DPPred
achieve almost perfect accuracy (very close to 100 percent) on
the datasets waveform and mushroom, these two datasets are
omitted. In addition, the performance of DPPred on highdimensional datasets (nomao, musk and madelon datasets) is
also investigated, since DDPMine performs poorly on highdimensional data. The metric is the accuracy on the testing
data: higher accuracy means better performance.
For regression datasets, we choose general datasets such
as bike and crime, as well as clinical datasets where patterns
are more likely to be present, such as parkinsons. Furthermore, to make the errors in different datasets comparable,
min-max normalization is adopted to scale the continuous
labels into ½0; 1. The metric is the rooted mean square error
(RMSE) on the testing data: a lower RMSE means better
performance.

5.1.2 Baseline Methods
DDPMine [4] is a previous state-of-the-art discriminative
pattern-based algorithm. It first discretizes the continuous
variables such that frequent pattern mining algorithm could
be applied. Using frequent and discriminative patterns, new
feature space is constructed and any classical classifiers could
be further utilized. DDPMine only focuses on classification
tasks and it is not applicable in regression experiments.
Random Forest (RF) [2] is another baseline method using
same parameters as those in the random forest used in
DPPred, except for D. There is no limit on the depth in RF.
Moreover, we are interested in the limited-depth random
forest model (LRF) built in the top-k generation step of
global patterns. These two tree-based methods are capable
in both classification and regression tasks. It is expected if
these two complex models (i.e., hard to interpret) have
slightly better performance than DPPred, because the major
contributions of DPPred are the concise interpretable patterns instead of solely the accuracy. To make a fair
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TABLE 2
Model Complexity and Time Complexity
Model

Variable
type
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DPPred
DT
DDPMine
LRF
RF

Model complexity (# Patterns)
k  20 50
# of nodes  64
k  100 1;000
# of nodes  6;400
# of nodes  10;000

Time complexity
Oðk  DÞ
OðDÞ
Oðk  DÞ
OðT  DÞ
OðT  DÞ

Model complexity is measured by the number of encoded patterns. Here, D is
the number of dimensions, k is the number of top patterns, and T is the number
of trees.

comparison, Decision Tree (DT) with a similar number of
nodes with DPPred is also listed as a baseline.

5.1.3 Classification and Regression Tasks
In DPPred, for the classification tasks, the default parameter
setting is T ¼ 100; D ¼ 6; s ¼ 10; k ¼ 20. For the regression
tasks, because the continuous labels are more complex than
those discrete class labels in classification, it is natural to
incorporate more patterns. Therefore, the default setting is
T ¼ 100; D ¼ 6; s ¼ 10; k ¼ 30.
We will show results using both forward selection
(DPPred-F) and LASSO (DPPred-L) to select the top-k discriminative patterns. We deeply study the impact of the
parameters such as the number of selected discriminative
patterns k and the number of trees in the random forest T .
Therefore, we fix the other parameters as their default values and vary the parameter value to study their impacts,
respectively.
5.2 Efficiency and Interpretability
Efficiency. The test running time is linearly proportional to
the model complexity, which is related to the number of
patterns the model used. In the experiments, DDPMine
needs 100 to 1,000 patterns while DPPred only needs 20,
which indicates a significant reduction of prediction runtime. Moreover, the random forest without any constraints
will contain more than 10,000 nodes (i.e., patterns), which is
far more expensive. Although the evaluation of random forest for a single testing instance will traverse only a number
of nodes equals to the sum of depths in different trees, it
always needs more than 1,000 traverses in the experiments.
Therefore, DPPred is the most efficient model for testing
new instances, compared to DDPMine and random forest,
by achieving about 20 to 50 times speedup in practice. Furthermore, DPPred could be fully parallelized for further
speedup. The empirical results are presented in Table 2.
Interpretability: our discovery of interpretable patterns. We
generate a small medical dataset for binary classification to
demonstrate the interpretability. For each patient, we draw
several uniformly sampled features as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Age (A): positive integers no more than 60.
Gender (G): male or female.
Lab Test 1 (LT1): blood types (categorical values)
from {A, B, O, AB}.
4) Lab Test 2 (LT2): continuous values in ½0; 1.
Totally, there are 105 random patients for training and
5  104 patients for testing.
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TABLE 3
Test Accuracy on Classification Datasets
Dataset
DPPred-F
DPPred-L
DT
DDPMine
LRF
RF

adult

hypo

sick

crx

sonar

85.66%
84.33%
83.33%
83.42%
83.51%
85.45%

99.58%
99.28%
92.90%
92.69%
95.78%
97.22%

98.35%
98.87%
93.82%
93.82%
93.93%
94.03%

89.35%
87.96%
77.78%
87.96%
89.35%
89.35%

85.29%
83.82%
67.65%
73.53%
83.82%
83.82%
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TABLE 4
Testing RMSE on Regression Datasets
chess
92.25%
92.05%
89.86%
90.04%
90.04%
94.22%

DDPMine outperforms Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine on all
these datasets. DPPred performs best on almost every dataset, while RF is the
best on the chess dataset.

The positive label of the disease is assigned to a patient if
at least one of the following rules holds:
(A > 18) and (G ¼ Male) and (LT1 ¼ AB) and (LT2 
0.6),
2) (A > 18) and (G ¼ Female) and (LT1 ¼ O) and (LT2
 0.5),
3) (A  18) and (LT2  0.9).
To make the classification tasks more challenging, 0.1
percent noise is added to the training data. That is, 0.1 percent labels in training will be flipped.
We apply both DPPred-F and DPPred-L on this dataset.
Both give the test accuracy 99.99 percent. The top-3 discriminative patterns found in both DPPred-F and DPPred-L are listed
as below. We observe that the found patterns are quite close to
the groundtruth rules. We demonstrate that the selected discriminative patterns provide a high-quality explanation:
1)

(A > 18) and (G ¼ Female) and (LT1 ¼ O) and
(LT2  0.496),
2) (A  18) and (LT2  0.900),
3) (A > 18) and (G ¼ Male) and (LT1 ¼ AB) and (LT2 
0.601).
We apply DDPMine to this dataset but its accuracy is
only 95.64 percent, because the discretization brings too
much noise. The top-3 patterns mined by DDPMine are as
follows, which are quite different from expectation:
1)

1)
2)

(LT2 > 0.8),
(G ¼ Male) and (LT1 ¼ AB) and (LT2  0.6) and
(LT2 < 0.8),
3) (G ¼ Female) and (LT1 ¼ O) and (LT2  0.6) and
(LT2 < 0.8).
The interpretability has also been verified on a real-world
cardiopulmonary patients’ health status dataset. Clinicians
provide positive feedback after verifying the top-30 discriminative patterns as well as the variable frequencies in these
patterns [5].

5.3 Effectiveness in Classification
DDPMine is a previous state-of-the-art pattern-based classification method, which outperforms traditional classification models including decision tree and support vector
machine [3], [4]. We compare DPPred, DDPMine and RF on
the same datasets used in DDPMine. The results are shown
in Table 3. DPPred-F and DPPred-L always have higher
accuracy over DDPMine. An important reason of this advantage is that the candidate patterns generated by tree-based
models in DPPred are much more discriminative and thus

Dataset
DPPred-F
DPPred-L
DT
LRF
RF

bike

crime

parkinsons

0.0872
0.0974
0.1186
0.1211
0.0836

0.1515
0.1465
0.1971
0.1367
0.1372

0.1969
0.1951
0.2129
0.1976
0.1865

Diff
N/A
N/A
+24.74%
+16.64%
6.77%

Min-max Normalization is adopted to scale the Continuous Labels into ½0; 1.
DPPred takes much fewer patterns than RF and perform significantly better
than DT and LRF.

more effective on the specific classification task than those
frequent but less useful patterns extracted in DDPMine.
Except for sick dataset, DPPred-F has the highest accuracy,
while DPPred-L works best on sick dataset. It seems that
DPPred-F works a little better than DPPred-L. However,
their results are quite close to each other and are both better
than those of DDPMine on most datasets.
More surprisingly, DPPred demonstrates even better performance than the complex model random forest on several
datasets, while its accuracies on other datasets are still comparable with RF, which is due to the effectiveness of the pattern selection module where we select the optimal pattern
combination instead of selecting patterns independently.
This shows that the proposed model is very effective in classification tasks while it is highly concise and interpretable.

5.4 Effectiveness in Regression
Since DDPMine is not applicable on regression tasks, we only
compare DPPred with DT, RF, and LRF. Note that these two
methods are highly complicated and thus preserve very limited interpretability. The RMSE results and the average differences compared to DPPred are shown in Table 4.
Unlike the results in classification datasets, complex models outperform DPPred on all datasets although the difference is not very significant. This is reasonable because,
different from the discrete class labels, the real-valued prediction increases the level of difficulty. Although we have
raised the number of top patterns a little, bag-of-patterns feature representations based on a small number of patterns still
have some limitations to predict a real value. For example,
there are at most 230 different examples in the constructed
pattern space, which means there are at most 230 different
predicted values, but infinite real numbers are likely to be
the true value for a new example. However, it is worth noting that DPPred (both DPPred-F and DPPred-L) always
achieves comparable performance with RF, and work better
than or similar to DT and LRF, which still demonstrates the
effectiveness of DPPred to some extent while the model is
more compact and interpretable than RF and LRF.
5.5 Effectiveness in High Dimensions
We are interested in high-dimensional datasets (i.e., at least
100 dimensions) because DDPMine is not effective in large
dimensional data. To compare with DDPMine, we use classification datasets whose number of dimensions is at least
100 and no regression datasets are used. As the dimension
of the original feature space grows, it is reasonable to
increase the depth threshold D, as well as the number of
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TABLE 5
Testing Accuracy on High-Dimensional Datasets
Dataset

nomao

musk

DPPred-F
DPPred-L
DT
DDPMine
LRF
RF

97.17%
96.94%
92.98%
96.83%
95.56%
97.86%

95.92%
95.71%
87.82%
93.29%
90.49%
96.60%

madelon
74.50%
76.00%
50.34%
59.83%
59.17%
56.50%

DPPred performs consistently better than DDPMine, and it is
comparable with the Complex RF and better on Madelon.

trees T , to involve higher order interactions and increase the
number of candidate discriminative patterns. Therefore, we
set D ¼ 10 and T ¼ 200. Meanwhile, the dimension of
mapped pattern space may also need to be increased due to
the higher complexity of problems. As a result, we set
k ¼ 50 in nomao and musk datasets. However, we kept
k ¼ 20 in madelon dataset because many features are noises.
As shown in Table 5, DPPred can always outperform
DDPMine and generate comparable results to those by RF. It
is worth noting that in madelon dataset, DPPred-F and
DPPred-L outperform RF significantly. As stated before,
madelon is highly noisy. As a result, many patterns generated by random forest are not that reliable, which can be
very poor at test data although they are discriminative in
training data. On the other hand, DPPred compresses the
patterns and only keeps the most discriminative ones, and
thus alleviates this problem to some extent. This demonstrates the robustness of DPPred especially when the features are high-dimensional and noisy. It is also worth a
mention that the training process of DPPred is at least 10
times faster than DDPMine in these datasets.

5.6 Parameter Analysis
In this section, we study the number of top patterns k and
the number of trees in the random forest T .
5.6.1 The Number of Top Discriminative Patterns
The most interesting parameter in DPPred is k, the number
of discriminative patterns used in the final generalized linear model. It controls the model size of the generalized linear model used for prediction and thus affects its efficiency.
Because the default value of k is 20 for classification tasks
and 30 for regression tasks and its effectiveness has been
proved in previous experiments, we vary k from 1 to 40 to
see the trends of both training and testing accuracies on
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different datasets. Three representative classification datasets (adult, hypo, and sick) and three regression datasets
(bike, crime and parkinsons) are used in this experiment.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the performance on test data is
always following the trend of performance on training data
and the performance is increasing as k grows in both classification and regression tasks (accuracy is increasing on
classification datasets while the error is decreasing on
regression datasets). The discrepancy between training and
test performance is more significant in regression tasks
(right two in Fig. 3), which is reasonable due to the higher
complexity of the problem, but the trends are quite similar.
In addition, we argue that the larger difference could be
caused by the insufficient size of training data, because the
curves always overlap on bike dataset that is much bigger
than the other two. It is also worth noting that DPPred-L
performs more consistently than DPPred-F, especially in
regression tasks, as a result of  which is automatically
learned in DPPred-L but is manually specified in DPPred-F.
In summary, the similar trends in training and test data justify that our pattern selection based on training accuracy is
reasonable. In real-world applications, k could be determined by cross validations.
Although the performance is becoming better almost all
the time, it slows down much when k is greater than the
default value. This is true for both classification and regression tasks. An even larger k will hurt the efficiency of both
training process and online prediction, and might introduce overfitting issues in prediction (e.g., test accuracy on
hypo dataset is 99.58 percent when k ¼ 20 while it becomes
99.28 percent when k ¼ 40 using forward selection). Therefore, we can conclude that a very small k (e.g., k ¼ 20) is
enough for these comprehensive real-world datasets,
which further proves that the proposed DPPred can compress the model into a very tiny size while its accuracy
remains comparable.

5.6.2 The Number of Trees in the Model
Another important parameter in DPPred is the number of
trees needed to generate the large pool of discriminative
patterns. As mentioned before, a single tree is not enough
to generate that many patterns, and thus there is strong
motivation to try T ¼ 1 as an extreme case. The default
value 100 works well in previous experiments, and thus
we vary T in {1, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1,000} to see the trends
of both training and testing accuracies. As before, three
datasets for classification and regression tasks are presented in the experiments.

Fig. 3. The impact of top-k patterns in classification and regression tasks. Training and testing performances are almost overlapped in some datasets.
We observe that a small number of patterns (e.g., 20 for classification and 30 for regression) are enough to achieve stable performance.
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Fig. 4. The impact of the number of trees in classification tasks. Training and testing performances are almost overlapped. We can observe that a
small number of trees (e.g., 100) are enough to achieve stable performance.

Fig. 4 visualizes the results on classification and regression datasets respectively. When T ¼ 1, the performance is
much lower than others, which means only a single decision
tree is not enough for a diverse patterns pool. Too few trees
generally cannot guarantee high coverage of effective patterns, especially when the dataset is large and the dimension is high. Increasing number of trees leads to a better
diversity of candidate patterns. According to the curves,
one can easily observe and conclude that the performance
remains stable as long as the number of trees is sufficiently
large, and a reasonably large T is enough to achieve a satisfying result. Similar to the number of patterns k, however,
many noisy patterns will be generated if T becomes too
large, which fit training data better while fail to characterize
testing data and are harmful to generalization of the model
(e.g., test RMSE is 0.0977 on hypo dataset when T ¼ 100
while it becomes 0.1104 when T ¼ 1;000 using LASSO). In
addition, the more trees we have, the larger number of pattern candidates will be generated, which increases the time
complexity of feature selection. T is by default set to 100
in our experiments, which performs consistently well on
different datasets.

6

NOVEL MARKER DISCOVERY FOR ALS PATIENT
STRATIFICATION

Unlike other diseases such as many cancers, which can be
clearly classified into subtypes with distinct survival rates,
no significant signals have been identified to explain the
diverse survival times (ranging from less than a year to over
10 years) for ALS patients. Such a wide range makes it difficult to predict disease progression and survival, and suggests rather large underlying disease heterogeneity. There
may exist different subgroups of patients, each having its
unique disease causes and prognosis.

6.1 ALS Dataset
To solve this puzzle, the Pooled Resource Open-Access ALS
Clinical Trials (PRO-ACT) platform3 was created by Prize4Life and the Neurological Clinical Research Institute at Massachusetts General Hospital to collect ALS data from
existing completed ALS clinical trials. In 2012, a subset of
PRO-ACT data was constructed with the aim to crowdsource the challenge of ALS prognosis as a data mining
task, which is known as the DREAM-Phil Bowen ALS
3. The data in the PRO-ACT Database are contributed by members
of PRO-ACT Consortium, founded in 2011 by Prize4Life and the Northeast ALS Consortium with the funding from the ALS Therapy Alliance.

Prediction Prize4Life Challenge (“the 2012 challenge” for
short in this section) [22].
The 2012 challenge aimed at improving the prediction of
ALS progression rate, which is essentially a regression task.
The participants built models with a training set of 918 patients,
and submitted their models to the challenge organizers. The
organizers ran the models on a separate leaderboard set of 279
patients and provided feedback on model performance to the
participants. Several such submission-and-feedback cycles
were run in 3 months, and then the last submissions from the
participants were evaluated and ranked by the organizers on
another separate validation set of 627 patients.
This challenge attracted more than 1,000 participants and
received 37 unique algorithms during the submission-andfeedback leaderboard phase. Among them, only six algorithms demonstrated improved accuracy over the baseline
(developed by the challenge organizers) on the final validation dataset.
The best prognosis model (“the Top Solution” for short in
this section) developed in the 2012 challenge, which uses
Bayesian trees with 484 predictive features constructed
from 26 clinical variables, is a profound success. It has predicted ALS progression from clinical data better than clinicians do, and can potentially reduce the cost of future ALS
trials by $6-million [22]. The Top Solution is not perfect
though. It is a uniform model for all patients and thus lacks
the ability to make the personalized diagnosis. Also, it is
hard to clinically interpret the Top Solution due to the high
model complexity.
For a fair comparison, DPPred has been trained and evaluated in such a way that mimics the 2012 challenge. Training was performed with the same training set of 918
patients and evaluation was on the same validation set of
627 patients. The leaderboard set of 279 patients was used
merely for feature calibration (described later).
The data used in the 2012 challenge consist of 2 parts:
clinical variables and the actual ALS progression rate
(which serves as the golden standard for model comparison). Available clinical variables of a patient can be grouped
into 5 kinds: demographic information, vital signs, lab test
results, family disease history and the Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale (ALSFRS). A detailed
description of the data can be found in the supplement
of [22]. Some variables are excluded from our study because
their units are not consistent for some patients.
ALSFRS is a quantitative clinical score ranging from 0 to
40 for evaluating the functional status of an ALS patient. It
consists of 10 assessments of motor functioning, each evaluated within the range 0 (worst status, no function) to 4
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(normal function). Those 10 evaluated functions4 are: “1.
speech”, “2.salivation”, “3.swallowing”, “4.handwriting”, “5.cutting food and handling utensils” (with or without gastrostomy),
“6.dressing and hygiene”, “7.turning in bed and adjusting bed
clothes”, “8.walking”, “9.climbing stairs” and “10.respiratory”.
The rate of change in ALSFRS5 with respect to time T
(DALSFRS/DT ) can be used as a quantitative measurement
of ALS progression rate. The task is to predict DALSFRS/
DT within 3 to 12 months from disease onset, given the clinical variables within the first 3 months. The RMSE between
the predicted DALSFRS/DT and the actual value is used to
evaluate the predictive performance.

6.2 Data Processing
The clinical variables about a patient contain 3 data types:
static categorical, static continuous and longitudinal continuous variables. Static variables are time-independent, while
longitudinal variables are measured multiple times for each
patient and are likely to change over time. Any static categorical variable with k categories is replaced with k+1
binary features where the additional one indicates whether
the variable is missing. A static continuous variable is simply a continuous feature.
Each longitudinal continuous variable {x; t}, where
x 2 Rn is the n measured values and t 2 Rn is the times of n
measurements in ascending order, is converted to 12 continuous features by taking some statistics of fx; tg and a derivative sequence D 2 Rn1 whose ith element is defined as
Di ¼ ðxiþ1  xi Þ=ðt
P iþ1  ti Þ. 6 statistics are taken from x: the
average value ð ni¼1 xi Þ=n, the first-measured value x1 , the
last-measured value xn , the maximum maxi fxi g, the minimum mini fxi g, and the standard deviation sðxi Þ. Another 6
statistics are taken similarly from D.
After performing such variable conversion separately on
the training, leaderboard and validation sets, features are
calibrated across all 3 sets so that features completely missing in at least 1 of the 3 datasets are discarded. The number
of features we finally feed into DPPred is 498, converted
from 78 clinical variables.
6.3 Task Description
In the precision medicine setting, we assume there are some
implicit groupings underlying the patients, such as the subtypes of a certain disease. Formally, we define the patient
cluster as follows.
Definition 5. Diagnosis-Stratified Patient Clusters are G disjoint patient groups, such that patients within the same group
are similar and there are different top-k patterns of clinical variables across clusters that suggests distinct diagnoses. We use
patient cluster for short.
Considering different patient sets S, we can define the
global and local patterns respectively.
4. Some patients are evaluated instead with a modified version
ALSFRS-R ranging from 0 to 48, where “10.respiratory” is replaced with
“R1.Dyspnea”, “R2.Orthopnea”, and “R3.Respiratory insufficiency”, each
ranging from 0 to 4.
5. To assure the consistency of scales across patients, for those
patients with ALSFRS-R only but no ALSFRS, the sum of questions 1-9
and R1 are used in the calculation of the rate of change.
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Fig. 5. Overview of the prognosis analysis and stratification for ALS
patients. Based on the global patterns discovered by DPPred, diagnosisstratified patient clusters are detected by clustering algorithm (e.g.,
LDA). Then, DPPred explores local patterns within a certain patient cluster. Last, a generalized linear model based on both global and local patterns is ready for testing data.

Definition 6. Global Patterns are the top-Kg patterns by using
all patients as training instances.
The global patterns are expected to not only capture the
general properties of the specific task, but also hopefully find
the way to detect implicit groups of patients. For example,
suppose a disease has 3 different subtypes, we expect some
global patterns can handle the general diagnosis while others
can help clinicians partition patients into the 3 subtypes.

Definition 7. Local Patterns are the top-Kl patterns by using
only the patients in a single patient clusteras training instances.
Within different patient clusters (e.g., different subtypes
of a disease), patients may have different root causes, and
thus need different diagnoses and treatments. Therefore,
we are motivated to discover local patterns.
In this application, our task is to first discover global patterns for all patients and then figure out the patient clusters
as well as the local patterns in each patient cluster. The goal
is to demonstrate that our DPPred can not only accurately
predict ALS prognosis, but also systematically identify clinically-relevant features for ALS patient stratification in an
interpretable manner, which will further facilitate personalized diagnosis and therapy.

6.4 DPPred for ALS Patient Stratification
As shown in Fig. 5, the prognosis analysis and stratification
for ALS patients work as follows.



Discover Kg global patterns based on all patients;
Partition patients into G different patient clusters
based on the discovered global patterns;
 Discover Kl local patterns inside each patient cluster;
 Construct the bag-of-patterns feature representation
for each patient based on global patterns and only
the local patterns discovered in his/her patient
cluster;
 Train a generalized linear model based on the constructed features.
When a new patient comes, it is predicted as follows.





Assign a patient clusterbased on Kg global patterns;
Evaluate the corresponding Kl local patterns in the
assigned patient cluster;
Construct the bag-of-patterns feature representations
based on these Kg þ Kl discriminative patterns;
Predict by the generalized linear model.
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Fig. 6. Testing RMSE in the 2012 challenge. DPPred is comparable to
the Top Solution (only < 4 percent away) and the other top-ranked algorithms (complicated and not interpretable). DPPred only relies on 28 clinical variables, forming a small subset of all 78 variables.

We utilize DPPred to discover global and local patterns.
Since it is a regression task, similar to our previous experiments, we set T ¼ 100; D ¼ 6; s ¼ 10; Kg ¼ 30; Kl ¼ 10.
Therefore, for each patient, we have Kg þ Kl ¼ 40 patterns.
For the patient clustering, by making analogy from bag-ofwords to bag-of-patterns, we adopt Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm [1]. The number of patient clusters is
determined by the domain knowledge and the cross-validation. First of all, based on the domain knowledge, although
the number of patient clusters is unknown, it is usually not
too large. Therefore, we can assume it is between 1 and 10.
Then, based on the training data, we run a 10-fold cross validation under the certain number of patient clusters. The
results suggest that G ¼ 3 is a good choice. More specifically,
observing global patterns of patients, in order to detect
patient clusters, we design a generative process of the patterns incorporating patient clusters as latent variables. First,
we assume the patterns in a particular patient cluster follow
a multinomial distribution, where a pattern is a random variable drawn from a prior Dirichlet distribution. Inspired by
bag-of-words, we use bag-of-patterns to represent observed
patterns of patients, therefore, can apply LDA.

6.5 Results and Discussion
DPPred has obtained a predictive performance comparable
to the Top Solution while gives interpretable discriminative
patterns, as shown in Fig. 6. DPPred with 3 patient clusters
achieves a RMSE of 0.5306 on the validation dataset, which
is only < 4 percent away from the RMSE of the Top Solution, 0.5113, comparable to the other top-ranked algorithms
which are also complicated and not interpretable, and better
than the baseline RMSE, 0.5664. The linear combination of
discriminative patterns trained with DPPred includes 28
clinical variables in total, which is a small subset of all 78
available variables.
Our top 20 most frequent clinical variable list (Fig. 1) reveals
the importance of the blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and the respiratory rate, which are not among the most important features
reported by any of the top 5 teams nor the organizers of the
2012 challenge. The other variables in our top 20 list agree well
with the 2012 challenge findings. Some examples include the
critical role of the onset delta (i.e., the time between the ALS
onset and the first time the patient was tested in a trial),
mouth-related ALSFRS assessments (including “1.speech”, “2.
salivation” and “3.swallowing”) and vital capacity. A high
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degree of consistency with the 2012 challenge results proves
the reliability of DPPred, while our newly reported important
variables highlight the power of feature selection in DPPred
and shed new light on ALS research.
There are other reasons to take our newly discovered
important clinical variables seriously when designing
future studies. It has been experimentally shown that the
BUN level is elevated (p < 0:05) when minocycline, a drug
that can delay the progression of ALS, is applied [17], [40].
Therefore the correlation between the BUN level and the
ALS progression rate is likely to be true. The respiratory
rate reflects respiratory muscle functioning and thus related
to “10.respiratory”, 1 of the 10 assessments in ALSFRS. Since
the importance of “10.respiratory” is reported by several
among the top 5 teams in the 2012 challenge [22] and also
by DPPred, it should not be surprising that the respiratory
rate is also in the list. Interestingly DPPred is the only algorithm among those that simultaneously selects both the
respiratory rate and “10.respiratory”.
Another point worth mentioning is the distinct local patterns of each patient cluster displayed in Fig. 1, indicating
different diagnosis patterns across patient clusters. For
example, the mouth-functioning-related scores are important overall but not locally in Cluster 3, while the blood pressure is important in Patient Clusters 2 & 3 but plays a less
significant role in Cluster 1. Such distinct diagnosis patterns
may not only aid personalized medicine but also shed light
on the mechanism, underlying heterogeneity, and treatment
of ALS. For the reference purpose, we also trained a DPPred
model without clustering, and its RMSE, 0.5404, is worse.
All these results indicate that our DPPred not only
accurately predicts ALS prognosis, but also systematically
identifies clinically-relevant features for ALS patient stratification in an interpretable manner, which will facilitate personalized diagnosis and therapy.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an effective and concise discriminative pattern-based prediction framework (DPPred) to
address the classification and regression problems and
provide high interpretability with a small number of discriminative patterns. Specifically, DPPred first trains a constrained multi-tree model using training data and then
extracts the prefix paths from root nodes to non-leaf nodes
in all the trees as candidate discriminative patterns. The size
of discriminative patterns is compressed by selecting the
most effective pattern combinations according to their predictive performance in a generalized linear model. Instead
of selecting the patterns independently using heuristics,
DPPred finds the best combination using forward selection
or LASSO, which avoids the overlapping effect between
similar patterns. Extensive experiments demonstrate that
DPPred is able to model high-order interactions and present
a small number of interpretable patterns to help human
experts understand the data. DPPred provides comparable
or even better performance than the state-of-the-art model
DDPMine and random forest model in classification and
regression. DPPred has been successfully applied to discover patient clusters and crucial clinical signals for the
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis disease.
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